
About the Author 

H. G. Lobster (Florian Kelle), born on dismal 

shoals of an inland city in October – year of the 

rabbit. Animals there were none to save for him 

until the age of 25. Rather did he relish them 

post-mortem in all shapes, colours, and tastes. 

Beyond that remarkable age - the age of 

reconnaissance and epiphany – animals became 

friends, not food or foe. Since then, with 

effervescent ardour, does he fight for their voices 

to be heard – not tasted. 

 

In his debut novel, an autobiographic tale of his 

alter ego is recounted, which may or may not 

have occurred (in a parallel universe). Lobby 

Lobster, the relentless prophet of Equality, has a 

voice and it is your duty, dear reader, to heed his 

call!





Emergence of the Hero 

 

andlubber Lobby bravely stood stood abreast (yet chaste) the 

heavy cliffs of Hirta, and of the times. Like heroes of stories do 

and every story needs one, mind you! Being the leading man 

Lobby had many haughty thoughts of what he wanted to think 

about and convey. Majestic Maxillipeds moved mimetically in 

anticipation of the notion of taking a deep breath. Lobby would 

not.  

 The audience gazed blankly into the bland Atlantic Sea. 

And so did Lobby. He is maaaad, unpacked the parcel. In a bind. 

Yarn. Seas be part human minds alike I am sure it will yes we as 

entities entirely enunciating existence in its entirety. Bahhhhh 

him behind bahhhhs it eheckulated. It behooves one not to think 

too highly castles in the sky of one, said all. Lofty lobstergoals are 

never left unalluded to – thinkful wishing on his side. Uninterred, 

though, Lofty Lobby brandished massive claws to knit the parcel 

back into logical flocking. Quite impressive though barely visible 

before the granituitous backdrop, 

He is an aaaaangel! 

   A saaaaaaint! 

     Muuuuuurder him! 

      Maaa….. Martyr. 

No. Remnants of a dead seagull only. Almost mad a mole out of a 

lobster there. 

Shaking off alleged sanctity and all ill hopes of having 

evolutionarily surpassed lobsterdom and back into undigressive 

speech, spake Lobby more of grand schemes being schemed. 

Seven would he need of these sheep, take heed, fourteen were 

he to speed his cause. Perfection once or twice. Fear overcame. 

Lobby. Not the audience. The anatomical makeup quite unfit for a 

leading man lobster, Lobby wet his muzzle. Sadly, diapers do 

dampen deep delivery of allocution. But Lobby caught himself. 

Readjusting antennae. Searching frequency bzzzz Surf and Turf 

krrrchhhhh Lobster and Leek Terrine you need to work faster put 

it on the bloody plate already the guests are waiting kzZzZZz. Oh. 

Right. There we are. We have allotted here on grounds of equal 

interested to raise equally the interest of equality in everyone. 

Shan’t lead you to the shambles. But beyond. To the banks of 

beaches and into the discourse of humanity yaddayadda 

blahblah bubblebubble. 

L 



Emergence of the Hero 

 

ItwillworksItellyouitdoes! 

   Have you not read Salmon Farm? 

       Yes. It stinks. 

    Of roe. They say. 

   I heard it’s not about salmon at all! 

       Says who? 

   Says I. 

It’llworkjustlikethisItellyouitwill! 

  They built a wind wheel with their own two fins. 

       Says who? 

   Said I, I think. 

Rebel yell, that’s how revolutions start! 

       Sang who? 

   You’re such an idol. 

      Said Aftosa. 

AbsolutelynotpearlsbeforetheclamsIsayIdo. 

       Says you? 

   But what if? 

       What aft? 

         

 Asp. 

   Poison! 

 To what? 

Wemustbelieveinthecause!       

      What cause?   

 Our cause!        

    Animality!    Equality! 

 

Pointless to ponder whether the point was made – that 

which was the original origin of the emergence of that which was 

intended. Firm conviction retained, like the grip of his crusher 

claw. Lobby tried to get a grip on the collocation. Ultimately, he 

concluded, further ubiquitous utterances undoubtedly proved not 

to be uninevitable for his undertaking of unison. Undivided 

attention, he implored of the audience – do Lobsters even have 

speech organs? 



Emergence of the Hero 

 

As court historian of the United Kingdom of Rationalia, I deem it 

my duty to elaborate and educate you; dear, unelaborated1, 

reader, on the veracity and accuracy of the heroic deeds and 

most noble intentions of the prophetic vision of Lobby Lobster. 

His most revered Entity2 has a way with words that is 

unfathomable to the majority of generic minds. I therefore have 

taken upon me the burden of over-simplifying matters as to make 

them available to the masses – lest the impact his endeavours 

had on empathy and equality go unheard, or worse, 

misapprehended.  

Certainly, his Entity’s unassuming nature may, to the not-

keen-eyed, evoke an air of questionability; whether the story can 

be taken for more than a mere fairy tale, a mirage, a 

hallucination of a somnolent lobster. But rest assured: Recent 

discoveries in Neuroscience have proven the existence of the 

Neocortex in each and every brain of each and every entity that 

walks, or swims, the universe3. Thus! The famous words “I think 

therefore I am Lobster” [sic] undoubtedly have been uttered by 

his most revered Entity.  

But I digress. Lobby Lobster; may he rest in pieces peace, 

was first and foremost bravest of all crustaceans to ever raise 

voice and pincer against the human reign over “mere” animals. 

Had it not been for him, none of which I hereby adduced to be 

true, would have been adducible, for it simply would not have 

occurred. The union between man and animal brought upon us, 

never would have taken place.  

But Lobby was digressing. Lofty Lobby lost, looking for a 

cue, knew not quite where he was. The moral of the story was: 

Never hang a frame with one nail only, for it will slant. Some 

lessons are harder to learn than those of equality.

 
1 I am being unpresumptuous here. 

2 Entity is used in the sense of an all-encompassing noun, which refers to any 

being capable of exhibiting consciousness. 

3 See: Tumale, Tom Tomalley. “Neuroscientific Paradigm Shift”. Neuro-

Nonsense, vol. 12, no 8, 2087, pp. 125-38. 



The Pentateuch of Equality 

 

A Portrait of the Prophet as a Young Lobster. 1850, on 

bronze by passer-by seabird Peter Petrel 

 



The Pentateuch of Equality 

 



Homeward Hero? 

 

atigued Lobby limped homeward bound. Unaware, 

unconscious of the success of his sermons. Vicar Lobby 

wondered. He was black. That must be it. Who would listen to 

a lobster? Cognitive dissonance. Cognitively dissonant. 

Cognition? Nary a man lamb can resist these larva eyes ••. Just 

look at them! 

  

Brittle beauty of the waning sea. Smells like cesspool. Seaweed

 here 

    there     

    also anemones and cliffs  

     urchins below them.   

         

Only the roe is eaten. Gonads. Entrails served in half-carapace, 

not sure if top or bottom. Irrelevant anyway. Beautiful chalice 

foaming at the binge – tastes like vermouth. Hints of laurel 

present. Do not rest on them. 

How’s the missus Lobby, it thrust from Marty Marlin. Rather nasal 

in pronunciation. Good good yessir.  

Time to go home sweet home. Hat-on-hat-stand-mode initiated. 

Hard workers deserve soft beds and good, long lives. Was it left 

or right past seaweed #7? Darned peabrain. Reaching for the 

muzzle watch. About time-to-have-reached-home o’clock. The 

missus will be angry. Already in horrible state of Pre Molt 

Syndrome.  

Matrimony is like a lobster trap. It is easy to get in, and it smells 

like herring. But what is a poor lobster to do when you have 

20.000 larvae to feed? And a wife who weighs a whopping 14 

pounds. no, no it’s the eggs that add to your weight. And you 

cannot turn back. You try to push forward to the other opening. 

But the herring’s made you so fat. You can no longer get out. 

That’s the end of you. Where are your lofty ambitions now, Lobby? 

Lost along the way? Get a pinch on your life sloppy lobster. 

Wife of Lobby Lobster, Mary Mobster was a feisty monster. No 

wonder it is cold because so is she, laughed Lobby Lobster. More 

herring heads. Lobsters are messy eater, living from foot to 

mouth. Do not bite the maxilliped that feeds. But home is where 

the heart is, thought Lobby solemnly. Mine right in the middle (of 

the body).  

F 



Homeward Hero? 

 

But back to the magical matrimony metaphor (Lobby was 

digressing) mumbled Lobby Lobster, or was it Mary Mobster? 

These herring heads are good. Is this thing moving? No. Just 

imagination, interjected Digressive Lobster. This is very good. Just 

one more helping before bedtime, bubbled Munching Lobby… 

 The sounds of Bach’s Brandenburg Concerto no. 2 

emanates from the speaker’s grill. andante in d minor. Dante? 

Am I in Hell? anDANTE. The speaker was right. Quite a spacy ring 

it has to it. so are their methods. I heard the thing melted while 

transcending from one planet’s orbit to another. Right. 

Transorbital liquefaction they call it. transorbital yesyes quite in 

fashion they say it makes you docile simple jab in the head dont 

tell them of your ganglions all over your body theywontbelieveyou 

think you crazy.  

 Lobby, still lulled, awoke from saline lullabies to his 

cellmate’s squirting water in his fits. Mortimer Mantis Shrimp, 

habit of making a mess. Flambuoyant, like a peacock taking a 

bath. they say I can tear open scallops with my bare hands. 

Lobby, looking at his own, saw them locked with elastic band. 

Too, two feet of his straightjacketed I’m in a pickle, like crayfish in 

buckets. Salt and ammonia now emanate the air. 

 Crustaceantrophy. Zis is ekselent, said one. The other 

nodded loudly. Never had such a vivid case been envisioned. Not 

your regular run of the treadmill, I say. I can literally smell the 

nobel Surströmming uncanning to us. A mozt zeminal caze ztudy 

zis vill bee.  

 they will tear you apart friend better keep your tomalley 

together if you know what’s good for you. Some are green on the 

inside, others have neighbours with greener grass. And that’s 

where I’d like to be right now. Seaweed #6. But Lobby lay locked. 

Lobby saw seven faces but he may have been squinting. 



Homeward Hero? 

 

 Zis be ze case I zpoke about. Good day zir how do we feel 

in zis pwetty establishment? də fɪŋ sɜː, ɪz, spoke the middle man 

in the middle of the men in white, jʊ əv biːn ɪʔ ɒn də ɛd ˈbædlɪ. 
jɔː bʋeɪn əˈpɪəz tə əv ˈteɪʔən ˈsɪəʋɪəs ˈdæmɪʤ. jʊ meɪ biː 
ˈfɪŋkɪn dæt jʊ ɑː ə ˈlɒbstə, bʌʔ, ʋest əˈʃʊəd jʊ ɑː nɒʔ. 

Braindamaged eyes glance at rubberbanded hands. Only darkish-

blueish from obstructed bloodflow. ɪʔ ɪz ˈaʊə ˈʤuːtɪ; ˈaʊə 

kruːˈseɪʔ tʊ, ˈpærəʔɪgmæʔɪkliː ˈriːəˈʤʌsʔ jɔː ˈmɛnʔʊ kənˈdɪʃən. 

geʔ jʊ aʊʔ ɒv dæʔ ʃel ɛnd bæʔ ˈɪnʔuː ə laɪf fuː ɒv ˈtaɪsʔɪ 
nɔːˈmælɪʔɪ¹. Nodding grows louder and larger. they will tear you 

apart Itellyou. Yes he did. Seventh heaven disappears in a cloud 

of nine smokes. Luckily Lobby was a learned scholar, capable of 

accurately listing unworldly events unspeakable men would 

unleash on him. 



Homeward Hero? 

 

  
 

Rational Rantings of a Ravaged Inmate 

 



Homeward Hero? 

 

Asemic Letter Sent Home 

 



Fifty Shades of Astaxanthin 

 

he scene certainly resembled better times with the wife. 

Similarly bound, but also with passion. Unconventional 

hungers she had, exposing her corail. It’s that phase in one’s 

life when a lobster has to shed his carapace and mould in welts 

of passion. 

 

The events ensued, too cruel to tell 

Of how to get a lobster out of his shell 

Obfuscated in clouds of sand; like lobsters feed 

Lest children feel scared; intrepidatious. Take heed! 

Spare their poor souls, or go to hell! 

 

New-worldly habits, iconicity thousands of years old 

Downward motion grants safe passage to the inside of the mould 

Methods so cruel, violent and undue 

Only callow minds would do 

I face eastwards, where brighter minds unfold. 

 

In humane thinking, it is wont to pierce the brain 

For all they know it speaks of pain 

Misperception concocted by the cerebrum 

Ignorant to variation of communication via calcium 

Ignorance. To those in suffering it is bane. 

 

Some say that if one turns two 

The pain they share, it parts, too 

How wrong they are in their assumption 

Simple tool to alleviate our consumption 

For us it’s but pain askew. 

 

Stab the heart where only blood and love should run 

Quick death. Oh, the rationality that humans shun! 

If symbolic meaning truly were their itinerary 

Should their compassionate mind not vary? 

Misguided they are, their souls but dun. 

 

 

 

 

T 



Fifty Shades of Astaxanthin 

 

Immersive in nature, as humans are 

Thus, they deem us too, though, not quite on par 

Dissipating all animacy in a six-minute dive 

We blush in shame, no sign of life 

No place for us on anyone’s memoir. 

 

Hibernation, they say it’s best 

For what we do is go to rest 

The best for us, they say it is 

In reality, unilateral bliss 

But daren’t tell them to put it to test. 

 

Fifty crooked figures I recall 

Engulfed in steam, death taking its toll 

The eyes turn white, the figures cringe 

Bound together, lest tails do hinge 

Nigh-genocide of lobster’s shoal. 

 

Electricity, as kite-adduced 

Appears to be, ethically induced, 

The means of separating mind from body 

Leaving only flesh, no mind therein to embody 

Let them have it! Their remorse spruced! 

 

Red and red, they say it blends 

Gnarly mixture of taste. I say it indents 

Bovine loins, it behoves not 

To sacrifice two creatures in one spot 

Red and red, I pray that it ends. 

 

Some like us raw, for red stands for shame 

If it’s not red, it’s not dead and no one’s to blame 

Furled into vinegar and sticky rice 

Eat quickly before it spoils is my advice 

Red or dead, to me it’s the same. 

 

 

 

 



Fifty Shades of Astaxanthin 

 

In trucks they sell us and I’ve seen it happen 

In kettles they kills us and bread to be wrapped in 

Mayonnaise to taste; neither oil nor water to phase them 

I lie in shambles and they lie in phlegm 

Unimpressive nature, shame through it does dampen. 

 

Our casing ground to dust 

In fluid, creamy form to enlighten gustatory lust 

Sprinkled with shrapnel of our soul 

Sometimes served in casserole 

Covered with a pastry crust. 

 

If Mediterranean cuisine is your favourite 

Pasta casing for us you may deem fit 

Octagonal, round or square 

So long as it tastes good, you don’t care 

If you heard my voice, you’d hear ‘half-wit’. 

 

I must get back to casserole 

Covering atrocities, I purport to be the goal 

If the eye does not see, the soul won’t come to grief 

Hidden sin equals no sin. Thus goes the common belief. 

Were I to speak, I’d call it droll. 

 

Simpler minds require less for satisfaction 

All they demand is to present us as fraction 

Sour to the vinegary taste 

Butter is added as opposing phase 

While we lay halved, subject to inaction. 

 

It’s common sense that eggs convey concepts of life 

Fortified by heavy wine these ideas have come to thrive 

Mixed with yolk in ramekin I bake to perfection 

In the oven until I speak of Maillard-Reaction 

Not much left of my survival, or my strife. 

 

 

 

 



Fifty Shades of Astaxanthin 

 

What counts is on the inside 

Delicacies, dispersed upon death leave you green-eyed 

What we disperse, too disperses us 

Consumption of the self via gooey pus 

Beyond belief - your delight. 

 

If children are but our future 

Why not eat them now? Premeditated nurture. 

Thousands falling in a bite 

Leave them be, lest I indict 

Unborn life, awful torture. 

 

Some humans are but finicky 

Eat prime parts only, rest too sticky 

Left is a poor, invalid lobster 

Better half lost, rendering you a monster 

Swimming without tail is tricky. 

 

In plastic American homes 

The plastic Kraft dish roams 

Mac and Cheese is not enough 

Add lobster and be chuff 

Top it off with vanilla ice cream cones. 

 

Shepherds of land and sea alike 

Reducing your countenance to a mere tyke 

Buried under earthen apple 

In savoury sauce you grapple 

With leek and pea alike. 

 

To further cover shame the French have found a way 

Of hiding lobster under crust and whey 

What the eye sees not, the heart won’t feel 

Is it sinful having conscience for a meal? 

Best don’t think, lest your conscience you betray. 

 

 

 

 



Fifty Shades of Astaxanthin 

 

If one is good, then two is best 

Do not let the seafood rest! 

In oyster, lobster’s twice as good 

Double seafood, double good 

Saucy oyster adding zest. 

 

There are some who don’t like grit 

Rather drink us, watered down obit 

With a shot of vermouth and anise 

Goes down smoothly, quelle surprise 

Sarcastic tone, I omit. 

 

With baby leaves and cocktail sauce 

You can spiff up any dross 

Served at banquets as a start 

Or you may find us á la carte 

Sometimes mixed with chili sauce. 

 

Torn in half and stuffed with cream 

I really hope this is a dream 

With bovine juice, matured quite well 

And yolks to taste, below grills we do dwell 

Weren’t I dead, I’m sure I’d scream. 

 

Chip on the shoulder, the author does have 

In green Éiri traditionally they quaff 

Normally with lamb, but who cares? 

Twist traditions, a high-class chef dares 

And it works, I don’t chaff. 

 

For breakfast too, we can be used 

With poultry juice we are transfused 

Parsley and chives, you add to taste 

Does the dish wish to abase? 

Or maybe he was merely boozed. 

 

 

 

 



Fifty Shades of Astaxanthin 

 

Oil, or broth or simply cheese 

It’s hearty-warm, with broth: Chinese 

Skewers help to dip me in 

If skewers break, I’m lost therein 

Then you have to dig and tweeze. 

 

I wonder if McDonald’s does 

Have lobster burgers – or too much fuss? 

The masses would love to dig right in 

Feels better than on psilocin 

May I remind? You murdered us! 

 

In patty form we too appear 

With mayonnaise, washed down with beer 

For consistency; bread crumbs help 

Others swear that they use kelp 

Simple food, some think it queer. 

 

With snails and hare, we cooked in pan 

But, lo! Lest we overcook, remove us soon again 

Once we left; the cesspool free 

For a cross of rice; holy trinity 

When rice did stick, the feast began. 

 

Our carcasses put to good use 

In vermouth incinerated, for good juice 

They boil for hours, until they’re black 

Reduced to syrup, they taste good in any snack 

Even risotto they infuse. 

 

With eggs on toast and bacon slice 

$12.95 is our classy price 

The yolk is pierced and topped with sauce 

No one will be mourning our loss 

For hangover it cures, thus the classy price. 

 

 

 

 



Fifty Shades of Astaxanthin 

 

Whoever came up with chili, remains unaccounted 

Whoever cooks it, spicy it’s compounded 

Cook in pieces with beans and maize 

Ingested it sets heart and tongue ablaze 

Around the table felicity is recounted. 

 

If you’re lazy, don’t cook pasta 

Just dump it in oil, it’s much faster 

If you like it savoury, here’s my tip 

Lobster’s twice as good with garlic dip 

Don’t over-whip the dip; it would be a disaster. 

 

Some cold-hearted chefs like us chilled 

French or Spanish, the lobster’s always killed 

As refreshing summer dish 

Lobster’s repurposed, quite brutish 

In summer’s heat, my purpose I’ve fulfilled. 

 

You may have seen me on the internet 

On streaming platforms, but don’t fret! 

With coloured, sugar frosting 

And decorative stars, how disgusting! 

In muffin trays, I go to bed. 

 

A cocktail I forgot to mention 

Of Virgin Mary and her ascension 

To sugar-coated bloody goodness 

Devoid of sanctity and pureness 

Discrepancy I wish to bring to your attention. 

 

I often wonder what it would taste like 

To stuff crabs into lobster’s dyke 

Twice the goodness of crustacean taste 

Mashed into a reddish paste 

Or would that be inhuman-like? 

 

 

 

 



Fifty Shades of Astaxanthin 

 

In dark kennels, funnel-fed they live 

Humongous liver; not quite sportive 

Cook the lobster, heat the pan 

Dump the liver, give it tan 

Savoury complement I can’t outlive. 

 

The French do have a knack for pies 

No matter which poor creature dies 

With spices, eggs, and cream 

They create a hearty lobster-dream 

Of cruelty, as measly pie does not apprise. 

 

In Japan you may have seen 

If ice cream parlours you did glean 

In cones and bowls in pink we sit 

An eerie cold we do emit 

This could stop if society would wean. 

 

In leeklike foil we do align 

Tail meets claw, in death entwine 

The leeken bed we will not leave 

If pressed in shape of cold steel’s greave 

Brushed with gel, in pieces we shine. 

 

Some are real, and some are fake 

Indistinguishability; our credibility’s at stake 

In shape of tails and claws, brushed in red 

It’s still fish and it’s still dead 

Best eat none for lobster’s sake. 

 

Like pet store puppies we are displayed 

In big fish tanks, or neatly arrayed 

You are the judge of who is next 

On the scaffold to be axed 

Usually the biggest one’s to be flayed. 

 

 

 

 



Fifty Shades of Astaxanthin 

 

Shed your skin past irrevocable fate 

Repurposed to adorn and decorate 

On filthy, themed buffets walls and nets 

No one aware of the implication, no one frets 

Buffet’s over, back into the decoration crate. 

 

Don’t you move, it’ll be your doom 

Death over you did always loom 

With spears and cord they tie you down 

No lachrymal glands, no need to frown 

Lest your livid poise you resume. 

 

 

 

 

 

Speaking is hard, writing is easy, when the pea is mushed and 

minted. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

And outside sit two crows in anticipation of amity. Third 

approaches. Attempts murder but unsuccessful. Unbefriended 

leaves again. Third crow left, two crows left; still sat. No murder 

was committed through commitment that day. Some say crows 

(and ravens) are deified by indigenous and integrated into 

incantations. Makes weird noise. Others use less symbolic but 

still ominous omen of incoming death. When they peck at flesh 

and appear in flocks (like black sheep), or in unkindness (like 

ravens). Sometimes it’s unkind murder because it’s hard to tell 

apart crows from raven. But. Lo, the lobster was safe for now, so 

the meaning ascribed must be deification and not ill omen. 

Iconicity of approach adduces that murder was unsuccessfully 

attempted.



The Hero’s Critique 

 

reakfast o’clock. Lobby leaves bound Morty not hungry. 

Ammonia dominated the night. Ammomortimer went through 

a plethora of ammunition it would appear. Must be one of 

those ∞-shaped magazines. Never runs out of words and glossed 

paper. Normally hotter than the sun but I guess this is what fear 

does to you. Glossy oil sheet and glossolalia. Poor peacock never 

flies no more. Never flought, only flawed. 

 Now leaving Crustaceantrophy and Hypouresis. Caution. 

Wet floor, says the slipping figure. Quite the tunnel to be visioned. 

Side entry is possible but only to more weirdness. And at the end 

(the light) quite low on watt, though not flickering. Do not go into! 

For if you bump your head, you’re dead. They contain mercury 

nowadays. Could be worse ways to die nowadays, though. 

 Past Malexistance. Only one there and too small to see at 

that! Can live in space and boiling water. Untarnished Tardigrade 

won’t disintegrate. Ever. Howsoever, that is possibly impossible. 

Never seen one with the own two either, though may have sat on 

seaweed the other day. Couldn’t quite make out.  

 Leporitrophy. Not Roger, but Harry. Is the odd one out 

here; sea hare. Lived with Waldo in his Garden. Not the one 

whom you struggle finding. The one who’s artsy and all, though, 

there too are places to hide. Yes, yes two cazes like zis - vewy 

similar. ɒɪ ˈwʌndə; ɪf wi pʊʔ əm təˈgevə wɪʊ daɪ geʔ mɔː 
ˈtaɪsʔɪ?². Zat time fill tell my fwiend.  

Cerebral Sea Pocks caged with Consumption claims to be 

a moray, I heard. I say it’s a porcelain doll melted too close to the 

oven. 

 Nematodes. My doctor warned me. When you die, and 

they see you at the fish market full of yourself and them, they will 

not eat you. They will dump you, like you’re useless and nobody 

wants to have you anymore. Milky eyes. The seagulls can’t wait to 

beak you apart. They still want you. Dead-end host. 

 End of the tunnel. Logically: Sentient Entity Disorder. 

Warning appears to have developed recursive thinking and 

humane behaviour. Treats others as equal. DO NOT ENTER 

ALONE. Almost drew me in that one time. Yes, yes lobotomy I’m 

afraid. Best choice, no? 

B 



The Hero’s Critique – IPA Soup 

 

rchins and slugs slouch in to feast. Roe on seaweed bread. 

Not sure if must throw up or keep in. Do Lobsters create 

Ambra? Smells good they say. Also: Alphabet Soup Sorry We 

Are Out Of Consonants. We Used IPA instead. Don’t get mad. 

Quite unfathomed (3000 feet) by the soup, Lobby thought 

back to better days with the wife and how Mrs Campbell de-

condensed him more elaborate tastes. A heartily welcome 

gobble-up that would last Lobby many long days in lush life. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dear Mrs Campbell, 

 

I am writing on behalf of a most unpleasant gustatory, auditory, 

and partially palato-haptic experience regarding my (until then) 

most favourite of your tinted tinned brews. I believe, it was when I 

first scooped up a word-initial unvoiced interdental fricative, 

whose signifier initiated something which I hereinafter refer to as 

“moment of reconnaissance”.  

To adequately convey to you the bearings of this 

inconspicuous phonological appearance, I believe I must first 

digress to my larvahood. I remember it was a cold autumn 

afternoon, the current blew wilted sea weed past the kitchen 

window. Grandma Crayfish (Crayfish because she was small, not 

because she actually was a measly Crayfish) would make me a 

bowl of Campbell’s Condensed IPA Soup. For neither I nor 

Grandma Crayfish had teeth, she would always discard 

interdental fricatives. It’s the sound of the devil, she said. 

Lobsters wouldn’t need them. And, I believe this proved to be true 

until today, when I was confronted again with this nightmare of 

my larvahood. 

 I may not be venturing too far from reality by pointing out 

that your product needs a major revisal. In order to reflect the 

current society’s consume-oriented taste, it is integral to adjust 

the distribution of certain sounds within the soup.  

 

U 

Mrs Campbell 
Soup Lane 7 
4X6Y 3L8M 
Soupshire 

Lobby Lobster 
Seaweed #6 Boston 
Seanatorium 
02108 Boston 
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As I have mentioned before /θ/, and also /ð/, should be 

almost completely replaced with /f/ and /v/ respectively. Though, 

as to not break gastro-linguistic rules, word-initial /ð/ must be 

replaced by /d/ only. I would therefore suggest a higher 

distribution ratio of /d/ and a lower ratio for /v/, in order to 

prevent culinary typos. 

Similarly, I believe vocalisation of /ɫ/ is quite en vogue nowadays 

and could be integrated into your standard version of the IPA 

soup without insulting anyone’s delicate taste. I believe, /ɫ/-

noodles are particularly expensive to produce anyway. It’s a 

simple question of cost-reduction, really. Replacing these noodles 

with any vowel ranging from /ɤ/ to /ʊ/ should, if my calculations 

are correct, cut the cost of producing noodles by a whopping 

30%. 

 Furthermore, while I am reflecting upon gastro-linguistic 

development, I would like to present to you some further 

suggestions to either improve your current palette of products or 

even add additional ones. I have thought long and hard about 

certain linguistic groups and how their peculiar taste could be 

realised in the form of IPA-noodles that, at the same time, fits the 

existing products but also reflects the individual need of your 

multi-facetted customer. I envisioned a soup that would 

adequately incorporated sub-Himalayan tastes into, say, your 

current IPA soup. This may come as a surprise, but, Indo-Aryan 

gastro-linguistic realisations are closer to your current product 

than you’d think. My suggestions are the following: 

•/t/ & /d/ can easily be replaced by their dentalised variants /t ̪/ 

& /d ̪/. The difference in taste is almost inaudible. The retroflex 

/ʈ/ & /ɖ/ may also be possible, but they have a particularly tangy 

sound to their taste and may be regarded as stereotypes by your 

customers. Thus, retroflex noodles should be less common than 

their dentalised versions. The same applies for /n̪/& /ɳ/ 

respectively. 

 Now that I’ve come to think of it, though, I am wondering 

who decided to name all these noodles? Must’ve been the 

Italians. Is it not odd that the alveolar plosives /t/ /& d/ serve as 

a reference frame, from which other noodles are either 

categorized as dentalised or retroflex? I mean, the noodles sound 

almost the same, why is it that the alveolar version is right in the 
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middle, distancing itself gastronomically from the other versions, 

and thereby claims to be the standard within the frame of 

reference? I find it highly questionable in terms of gastronomic 

identity. Maybe you should consider adapting the names of your 

noodles. Even though I ended up involuntarily ranting, I hope that 

my contributions are sensible and will be considered by you. I 

shall continue to relish the omens that your noodles form in my 

bowl. 

 

Sincerely yours, 

Lobby Lobster 
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Lobby, age 12. Soup and Grandma 
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Recipe for IPA Soup



The Remnants of the Lobster 

 

 

he soup not fully digested or possibly never ingested, Lobby 

awoken by 6:30 off to work Styrofoam-screech, looks at his 

claws (not hands) still bound not sure if I am a lobster who 

dreamt of being a human or if I am human who dreams of being a 

lobster. Between a human and a lobster there is necessarily a 

distinction. The distinction is called speciesism. फीकापन!³ said a 

crayfish why is there a bloody crayfish in here who ordered this 

crap? asked a looming shadow angrily it would appear the lobster 

has lost its voice reduced to a singular spot in the space time 

continuum at whose endpoint it will serve its only purpose in life 

as a whole or as lobster of Theseus matters not with curried 

mango-mayonnaise lobster tails go down easily seven he had 

said he would need or fourteen to speed they all were here larry 

mary barry boysenberry and the rest from Londonderry lambs 

rack for main sweetbread breadcrumbed with gribiche they rest 

rests as bones chopped up chucked into the oven to maillard 

over lamb’s got glutamics too harry too joined the happy feast 

naked at that head removed certainly to de-anthropomorphise no 

more carrots for you harry only Cumberland bright-red berries I’ll 

take the filet only thankyouthank the rest’s too dry for my taste 

but I’ll feed it to the dog if I don’t forget can I have some more 

Sherry if you please and could you please remove the grease 

marty never eaten too colourful nature tells you that when it’s 

colourful don’t eat it because it’s poison and the colour warns you 

isn’t nature beautiful also he weed himself I think seafood tastes 

weird anyway like drowned chicken but this one’s got stingy 

ammonia to it as well and he’s not even a shrimp goddammit. 

 

and shame goes smoothly down the drain with curried mango-

mayonnaise… 

 

T 
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It’s On The Inside What Counts 
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Dead Lobster, Still Life 
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Man Weeping Over The Death of a Lobster 
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Little Girl Holding Roses at Lobby’s Wake 
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Endnotes 

 

Cockney Doctor: 

¹də fɪŋ sɜː, ɪz - the thing, Sir, is […]  

jʊ əv biːn ɪʔ ɒn də ɛd ˈbædlɪ. jɔː bʋeɪn əˈpɪəz tə əv ˈteɪʔən 

ˈsɪəʋɪəs ˈdæmɪʤ. jʊ meɪ biː ˈfɪŋkɪn dæt jʊ ɑː ə ˈlɒbstə, bʌʔ, 

ʋest əˈʃʊəd jʊ ɑː nɒʔ - you have been hit on the head badly. Your 

brain appears to have taken serious damage, You may be 

thinking that you are a lobster, but, rest assured you are not. […]  

ɪʔ ɪz ˈaʊə ˈʤuːtɪ; ˈaʊə kruːˈseɪʔ, tʊ ˈpærəʔɪgmæʔɪkliː ˈriːəˈʤʌsʔ 

jɔː ˈmɛnʔʊ kənˈdɪʃən. geʔ jʊ aʊʔ ɒv dæʔ ʃel ɛnd bæʔ ˈɪnʔuː ə laɪf 
fuː ɒv ˈtaɪsʔɪ nɔːˈmælɪʔɪ. – It is our duty, our crusade, to 

paradigmatically readjust your mental condition. Get you out of 

that shell and back into a life full of tasty normality. 

 

²ɒɪ ˈwʌndə; ɪf wi pʊʔ əm təˈgevə wɪʊ daɪ geʔ mɔː ˈtaɪsʔɪ? – I 

wonder, if we put them together, will they get more tasty? 

 

³फीकापन <pheekaapan> - insipidity 


